
 

VAPOUR WAKE? Or is it just a new name to an old chestnut? 

Oh come on guys. What’s all this fuss about? 

Vapour wake dogs…Some have even laid claim to Patent and even registered it as a Trade Mark? 

Others have claimed they have researched it for years? Why? It’s well known even used by us for 

many years. As I’m sure will others have done. 

There’s an old saying “Put 5 dog trainers in a room ask one question and you will get 5 different 

answers”  Equally there’s many a trainer claims to have a secret technique or wondrous personal 

skills others do not have etc. 

I have watched handlers allowing their dogs to track to source on numerous items for numerous 

decades.  DESA itself did a trade show in the USA (Copex) in Baltimore in 1987 I think it was and 

advocated and gave out hand-out’s to visitors on dogs screening people and keying on to passing 

odours and even creating channels to push footfall past the dogs. So they could key on to people 

carrying the target material (Odour) I remember a couple of Airport managers laughing at the idea of 

using Fan assisted air flows to enhance this process. Now also being claimed by some as a first? 

As years progressed we showed our dogs to many LEAs especially in the States.  Basically working off 

lead and working queues/static lines…moving people etc. In short, Vapour Wake??? 

 I remember A Dutch Police Sergeant (Brigadier Jan Bruin) demonstrating scent discrimination from 

people behind screens (with fans) as a form of Doggy ID parade and even bottling odours from 

evidence at the crime scene to be matched later to the offender. 

DESA’s own Instructors under DESAs Chief Instructor Gavin’s control were working in ‘Vapour wake’ 

mode specifically mid 90’s and for year’s on-going since. I think he and the late Phil Haig even did 

some video on this? But forgive me, but we here at DESA still just called it “Searching”….it’s just a K9 

search. Simple! The beagles at US airports do it daily looking for banned fruits and foods!  

We are Search specialists and we just work our dogs to suit the tactics or scenarios…whether it’s on 

lead or off lead…at distance…with hand signals…whistles and so on and so on!  There are no new 

techniques in Dog training. Dog trainers just think “DOG” and when asked how do we, train a dog to 

search? I always answer; 

 “We don’t …they can already do that from birth…born blind they smell their way to the teat/milk. 

We just get dogs to do it in a semi disciplined way that we (humans) can understand” . 

Now because the terrorist and misguided lone wolf attackers are mingling in the public and areas 

where people congregate often to cause maximum casualties…We simply adjust the search pattern 

and handling to suit that scenario. SIMPLE! It was being predicted by us and others years ago? 

No secret recipes…no patented techniques…nothing original. What’s all the fuss???   



I’m sure there will be people from the many audiences that we demonstrated or lectured to decades 

ago and right across America that will recall our explaining, the main unique feature of dogs versus 

high tech for example was that :  

There is nothing more mobile,  more sensitive,   or more cost effective, 

That was followed by an old video of dogs tracking to source in crowded Shopping malls, at one 

London airport and tracking amongst people on the move….etc.  

The commentary DESA put on there for airport use was:  

“They can key on to people carrying explosives…before they can even check their lethal baggage.” 

It then showed a dog moving amongst moving people looking for target odours by a British Police 

dog handler… not even one of ours! (1992-3) It’s nothing new here at least in the UK or with DESA. 

So credit to the universities and the dog trainers, who have combined their knowledge and facilities 

to help the Canine search world get publicised further. Well done we applaud you.  But it’s nothing 

unique and likewise their socialising puppies? The guide dogs for the blind have been looking at 

Labradors and socialising in an almost identical ways for decades. 

We proposed that same model should get used to LEA’s and demonstrated that model for Colleges 

and Universities and K9 awards being lodged in just such seats of learning. On one particular tour in 

the USA with senior people from the American Kennel club and other key stake holders in 

attendance  (mainly in Texas and in person). We (DESA) turned down a huge sum of money for 

DESAs training materials at that time. 

So Vapour wake is not owned or the invention of one…or any? We at DESA certainly pushed it hard 

to the US law enforcement decades ago (before the current terrorist MO of attacks) as a response 

and application to get out there… before the terrorist changed their tactics…Likewise dogs should be 

used in tandem etc. 

So what’s the unique factor here? Except maybe and finally, someone listened to us certainly and to 

others, maybe… but not rocket science!   

It’s just SEARCHING, simple. 

 A practical application carried out as a tactical and Handler controlled exercise… to track to source. 

(Just like the puppy smelling its way to its mothers teat). 

Dogs work close…far…on lead…off lead…alone…hunting packs etc. They can be applied using those 

capabilities with varying degrees of Handler influence and in many ways. But it’s only the open 

mindedness of the client or agency that will allow these amazing animals to be used in any way that 

works effectively and safely. My only amazement is, why it took so long. 

But Patent? Trademarked? Unique?  A first? …Come on guys it’s none of those. It’s just SEARCHING. 

It’s a toolbox approach and so it should be.     

Jim Vernon (Snr)   Projects Manager DESA 


